Brand Standards Guide

LABETTE COUNTY SCHOOLS DISTRICT LOGO
The Labette County Schools brand is made up of core
elements—the name, logo, and colors—that work together to
communicate the intended brand vision and personality to
employees, brand affiliates, and the public at large. It is important
that these core elements remain consistent throughout all
communication to create unity.

THE FULL LOGOTYPE
A logo is the visual representation of a brand and is meant to
capture and evoke the overall brand essence. To create a solid
brand image, it is important that the logo be used consistently
across all communication materials.

USD 506 PRIMARY LOGOS
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INCORRECT LOGO USAGE
To maintain the integrity of the Labette County Schools brand, it
is essential that the logo be used consistently and correctly.
Correct usage will ensure that the brand stakeholders and public
at large experience a clear representation of the brand through all
communication materials. This page illustrates some of the
common incorrect, non-approved logo variations and usages.

DO NOT
Rearrange elements of the logo.

DO NOT
Alter the proportions of the logo.

DO NOT
Incorporate unapproved
colors or fonts.

DO NOT
Distort the logo in any way.

DO NOT
Use a low-resolution or pixelated version.

DO NOT
Rotate or use the logo
on an angle.
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PRIMARY COLOR PALETTE AND COLOR CODES
Color can carry a great deal of emotion and serves as a key
element in the overall brand image. It sets the tone of the brand
and helps tie various communication pieces together. Brand
colors should be used thoughtfully and consistently across
communication materials.

SECONDARY COLOR PALETTE AND COLOR CODES

To ensure the consistency of the visual identity, a secondary color
palette has been established for all print (CMYK values) and web
(RGB values) applications. This color scheme is based on the
Labette County School District primary color scheme. The correct
use of the Labette County Schools color palette is essential to the
success of the brand’s recognition.
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SCHOOL DISTRICT FONTS AND TYPOGRAPHY
Consistent use of brand typography helps establish a unique
USD 506 “look” that greatly increases recognizability and
memorability of the brand. Three typographic families have been
selected for the Labette County School brand: Source Sans Pro,
Poppins, and Arial. Source Sans Pro should be used for
headlines, subheads, and other display text. Design decisions
regarding color selection, type size, leading, and formatting
should follow the communication materials already produced.
Arial should be used primarily as body copy, captions, and digital/
web applications, as well as for web applications.

WEB-SAFE TYPOGRAPHIC STANDARDS
In order to ensure that the Labette County Schools brand will be
consistently represented across various electronic platforms, the
Source Sans Pro, Arial and Poppins font families have been
specified as the primary web-safe font. Use these fonts in the
implementation of any Labette County Schools branded
electronic materials.
Source Sans Pro download link:
https://fonts.google.com/specimen/Source+Sans+Pro
Poppins download link:
https://fonts.google.com/specimen/Poppins
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LETTERHEAD AND BUSINESS CARDS
In order to maintain the brand standard, it is crucial that brand
fonts, colors, and other elements be used consistently across all
printed correspondence. A letterhead template has been
developed that sets the formatting style for margins, fonts, colors,
line spacing, and other brand elements that should be used when
developing a printed document. An example of this template and
the business card template is pictured here. These templates
should be used for all correspondence intended to be printed on
the Labette County Schools branded letterhead and business
cards. Arial is only to be used in the body copy of the letterhead.
This is to ensure consistency as everyone has access to this font.
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION USAGE
Below is an example of how to use the Labette County Schools
logo with additional information. All guidelines and
recommendations (size requirements, area of isolation, logo,
usage, etc.) established for the Labette County Schools logo
remain consistent.

EMAIL SIGNATURE
Shown is an example of how to use the Labette County Schools
email signature. All guidelines and recommendations (size
requirements, area of isolation, logo, usage, etc.) established for
the USD 506 logo remain consistent.
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THE LABETTE COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL BRAND
The Labette County Schools branding successfully captures and
evokes our overall brand essence of:
●
●
●
●
●

Relevance
Rigor
Relationships
Responsive Culture
Results

Communication of the vision and personality of the Labette
County Schools brand will be experienced through brand
communication materials and our commitment to “living the
brand,” ensuring that all students, staff, the community, and brand
stakeholders consistently experience the essence of the Labette
County Schools brand. The effective collaboration and unity in
brand usage from the various brand entities is essential for
successful messaging and perception to those interacting with
the various units. This unification will also help eliminate brand
confusion.
The guidelines and recommendations of the Brand Standards
Guide ensure that a consistent message and brand perception is
conveyed through future communication materials and branding
opportunities.
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LABETTE COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL LOGO
The Labette County High School brand is made up of core
elements—the name, logos, and colors—that work together to
communicate the intended brand vision and personality to
employees, brand affiliates, and the public at large. It is important
that these core elements remain consistent throughout all
communication to create unity.

THE FULL LOGOTYPE
A logo is the visual representation of a brand and is meant to
capture and evoke the overall brand essence. To create a solid
brand image, it is important that the Labette County High School
logos be used consistently across all communication materials.
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LOGO COLOR VARIATIONS
Because not all display mediums and modes of reproduction
have the same color requirements, multiple color options have
been developed for the Labette County High School logo. It is
important to use the correct logo for the given situation so as to
remain consistent with the overall brand. For example, when
placing the logo on the web, make sure to use the digital version
of the logo.

OTHER APPROVED COLORS
Two color and single color options are available for use when
budget, application type, or material needs warrant their use.
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INCORRECT LOGO USAGE
To maintain the integrity of the Labette County High School
brand, it is essential that the logo be used consistently and
correctly. Correct usage will ensure that the brand stakeholders
and public experience a clear representation of the brand through
all communication materials. This page illustrates some common
incorrect logo uses/variations.
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PRIMARY COLOR PALETTE AND COLOR CODES
To ensure the consistency of the visual identity, a color palette
has been established for all print (CMYK values) and web (RGB
values) applications. The correct use of the Altamont Grade
School color palette is essential to the success of the brand’s
recognition.

SECONDARY COLOR PALETTE AND COLOR CODES

To ensure the consistency of the visual identity, a secondary color
palette has been established for all print (CMYK values) and web
(RGB values) applications. This color scheme is based on the
Labette County School District primary color scheme. The correct
use of the Labette County Schools color palette is essential to the
success of the brand’s recognition.
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ALTAMONT GRADE SCHOOL LOGO
The Altamont Grade School brand is made up of core
elements—the name, logo, and colors—that work together to
communicate the intended brand vision and personality to
employees, brand affiliates, and the public at large. It is important
that these core elements remain consistent throughout all
communication to create unity.

THE FULL LOGOTYPE
A logo is the visual representation of a brand and is meant to
capture and evoke the overall brand essence. To create a solid
brand image, it is important that the Altamont Grade School logos
should be used consistently across all communication materials.
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PRIMARY COLOR PALETTE AND COLOR CODES
To ensure the consistency of the visual identity, a color palette
has been established for all print (CMYK values) and web (RGB
values) applications. The correct use of the Altamont Grade
School color palette is essential to the success of the brand’s
recognition.

SECONDARY COLOR PALETTE AND COLOR CODES

To ensure the consistency of the visual identity, a secondary color
palette has been established for all print (CMYK values) and web
(RGB values) applications. This color scheme is based on the
Labette County School District primary color scheme. The correct
use of the Labette County Schools color palette is essential to the
success of the brand’s recognition.
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BARTLETT GRADE SCHOOL LOGO
The Bartlett Gade School brand is made up of core
elements—the name, logo, and colors—that work together to
communicate the intended brand vision and personality to
employees, brand affiliates, and the public at large. It is important
that these core elements remain consistent throughout all
communication to create unity.

THE FULL LOGOTYPE
A logo is the visual representation of a brand and is meant to
capture and evoke the overall brand essence. To create a solid
brand image, it is important that the Bartlett Grade School logos
should be used consistently across all communication materials.
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PRIMARY COLOR PALETTE AND COLOR CODES
To ensure the consistency of the visual identity, a color palette
has been established for all print (CMYK values) and web (RGB
values) applications. The correct use of the Bartlett Grade School
color palette is essential to the success of the brand’s
recognition.

SECONDARY COLOR PALETTE AND COLOR CODES

To ensure the consistency of the visual identity, a secondary color
palette has been established for all print (CMYK values) and web
(RGB values) applications. This color scheme is based on the
Labette County School District primary color scheme. The correct
use of the Labette County Schools color palette is essential to the
success of the brand’s recognition.
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EDNA GRADE SCHOOL LOGO
The Edna Grade School brand is made up of core elements—the
name, logo, and colors—that work together to communicate the
intended brand vision and personality to employees, brand
affiliates, and the public at large. It is important that these core
elements remain consistent throughout all communication to
create unity.

THE FULL LOGOTYPE
A logo is the visual representation of a brand and is meant to
capture and evoke the overall brand essence. To create a solid
brand image, it is important that the Edna Grade School logos
should be used consistently across all communication materials.
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PRIMARY COLOR PALETTE AND COLOR CODES
To ensure the consistency of the visual identity, a color palette
has been established for all print (CMYK values) and web (RGB
values) applications. The correct use of the Edna Grade School
color palette is essential to the success of the brand’s
recognition.

SECONDARY COLOR PALETTE AND COLOR CODES

To ensure the consistency of the visual identity, a secondary color
palette has been established for all print (CMYK values) and web
(RGB values) applications. This color scheme is based on the
Labette County School District primary color scheme. The correct
use of the Labette County Schools color palette is essential to the
success of the brand’s recognition.
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MEADOW VIEW GRADE SCHOOL LOGO
The Meadow View Grade School brand is made up of core
elements—the name, logo, and colors—that work together to
communicate the intended brand vision and personality to
employees, brand affiliates, and the public at large. It is important
that these core elements remain consistent throughout all
communication to create unity.

THE FULL LOGOTYPE
A logo is the visual representation of a brand and is meant to
capture and evoke the overall brand essence. To create a solid
brand image, it is important that the Meadow View Grade School
logos should be used consistently across all communication
materials.
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PRIMARY COLOR PALETTE AND COLOR CODES
To ensure the consistency of the visual identity, a color palette
has been established for all print (CMYK values) and web (RGB
values) applications. The correct use of the Meadow View Grade
School color palette is essential to the success of the brand’s
recognition.

SECONDARY COLOR PALETTE AND COLOR CODES

To ensure the consistency of the visual identity, a secondary color
palette has been established for all print (CMYK values) and web
(RGB values) applications. This color scheme is based on the
Labette County School District primary color scheme. The correct
use of the Labette County Schools color palette is essential to the
success of the brand’s recognition.
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MOUND VALLEY GRADE SCHOOL LOGO
The Meadow View Grade School brand is made up of core
elements—the name, logo, and colors—that work together to
communicate the intended brand vision and personality to
employees, brand affiliates, and the public at large. It is important
that these core elements remain consistent throughout all
communication to create unity.

THE FULL LOGOTYPE
A logo is the visual representation of a brand and is meant to
capture and evoke the overall brand essence. To create a solid
brand image, it is important that the Mound Valley School logos
should be used consistently across all communication materials.
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PRIMARY COLOR PALETTE AND COLOR CODES
To ensure the consistency of the visual identity, a color palette
has been established for all print (CMYK values) and web (RGB
values) applications. The correct use of the Mound Valley Grade
School color palette is essential to the success of the brand’s
recognition.

SECONDARY COLOR PALETTE AND COLOR CODES

To ensure the consistency of the visual identity, a secondary color
palette has been established for all print (CMYK values) and web
(RGB values) applications. This color scheme is based on the
Labette County School District primary color scheme. The correct
use of the Labette County Schools color palette is essential to the
success of the brand’s recognition.
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LETTERHEAD STANDARDS
In order to maintain the brand standard,it is crucial that brand
fonts, colors, and other elements be used consistently across all
printed correspondence. A letterhead template has been
developed for each Labette County School that sets the
formatting style for margins, fonts, colors, line spacing, and other
brand elements that should be used when developing a printed
document. An example of this template and the business card
template is pictured here. These templates should be used for all
correspondence intended to be printed on the Labette County
Schools branded letterhead and business cards. Arial is only to
be used in the body copy of the letterhead. This is to ensure
consistency as everyone has access to this font.
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For more information or questions, please contact:
Jen Thompson
Marketing & Communications Director
USD 506- Labette County Schools
401 S. High School St.
PO Box 189
Altamont, KS 67330
Office: 620.784.5326
Cell: 620.778.0590
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